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Rationalizing the role of chemical functionalisation in the synergy between spin crossover (SCO) and

guest adsorption properties in porous FeII coordination polymers is a central topic in the switchable

materials field. However, obtaining meaningful magneto-structural information requires the comparison

between structural platforms whose topology remains unaltered upon chemical function exchange. Here,

based on the previously reported SCO two-dimensional Hofmann-type compounds {Fe(NH2Pym)2[M

(CN)4]}·xguest (1(NH2)
M·xguest; 5-NH2Pym = 5-aminopyrimidine; M = PdII, PtII; guest = H2O, MeOH,

EtOH; x = 0–1), we present the isostructural networks 1(OH)M·xguest resulting from the replacement of

the 5-NH2Pym axial ligand with 5-OHPym (5-hydroxipryrimidine). The evaluation of their temperature-

dependent magnetic and calorimetric data reveals that whereas the unsolvated counterparts (1(NH2)
M

and 1(OH)M) undergo complete one step spin transitions with small variations in their SCO temperatures

(Tc), the solvated species markedly differ not only in Tc but also in the shape of the spin transition curve. A

relevant example is observed for 1(NH2)
M·0.5MeOH and 1(OH)M·0.5MeOH, which present incomplete

one-step and complete three-step spin transitions, respectively. These changes are also complementary

to the higher adsorption capacities of the hydroxy-functionalised compounds according to the guest

uptake isotherms, powder X-ray diffraction and thermogravimetric data. The single crystal-to-single

crystal transformations occurring upon the sorption–desorption of guest molecules have permitted us to

determine the structural reasons explaining the variation of the SCO and adsorption properties with

chemical functionalisation.

Introduction

Molecular materials with switching properties are relevant
research targets of great interest due to their potential for
implementation in functional sensors and devices.1–6 In par-
ticular, spin crossover (SCO) metal complexes constitute some
of the most important platforms of switching molecular

materials. These complexes, made up essentially of octahed-
rally coordinated 3d4–3d7 metal centres, reversibly change
between high-spin (HS) and low-spin (LS) electronic states in
response to stimuli such as temperature and pressure gradi-
ents, light irradiation, and uptake of specific guests.7–9

The most important source of SCO belongs to the chemistry
of FeII-based octahedral systems (3d6).10–15 In these complexes,
the HS (t42ge

2
g) ↔ LS (t62ge

0
g) switch is accompanied by a com-

plete depopulation/population of the eg orbitals that involves a
shortening/lengthening of the average 〈Fe–N〉 bond length of
about 0.2 Å. This electron–phonon coupling affords, in the
case of extended networks (i.e. coordination polymers),1,16

coherent intermolecular interactions which are an important
source of cooperative phenomena,17 i.e. hysteretic behaviour
(memory effect), multistability and phase transitions that are
perfectly reflected in the magnetic, optical, dielectric and
structural properties of a SCO material.18–22

An archetype platform to design new SCO compounds is
the family of two-dimensional (2D) Hofmann-type coordi-
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nation polymers (HCPs) formulated as {Fe(L)2[M(CN)n]m}
(where L is a pyridine, pyrimidine, pyrazole, imidazole or tri-
azole type axial ligand and M = PtII, PdII, NiII (n = 4; m = 0) or
AgI, AuI (n = 2, m = 2)).23–28 This family of HCPs offers the
structural flexibility required to achieve a synergistic inter-
action of SCO with additional functions by direct replacement
of the aromatic ligands in the apical positions of the FeII sites.
A recent example highlighting this strategy involves the
functionalization of the axial pyridine with an anthracene fluo-
rescent agent affording the compounds {Fe(AnPy)2[M(CN)2]2}
(AnPy = 9-anthracenepyridine, M = Au, Ag) which display
luminescence coupled to SCO.29

Recently, we reported a new family of 2D HCPs formulated
as {Fe(5-NH2Pym)2[M(CN)4]}·xguest (1(NH2)

M·xguest;
5-NH2Pym = 5-aminopyrimidine; M = PdII, PtII; guest = H2O,
MeOH, EtOH; x = 0–1) in which the amino group was intro-
duced for synergistic modulation of SCO with the uptake of
guests by single crystal to single crystal transformation.30 The
interplay between SCO and host–guest chemistry in 1
(NH2)

M·xguest encouraged us to investigate the influence of
pyrimidine functionalization on tailoring the SCO in isostruc-
tural {Fe(5-OHPym)2[M(CN)4]}·xguest frameworks (1
(OH)M·xguest, M = Pt, Pd; guest = H2O, MeOH, EtOH; x = 0–1),
prepared by substitution of 5-NH2Pym with 5-OHPym (5-hydro-
xypyrimidine) (Scheme 1), which was selected to enhance the
host–guest interactions. In fact, the higher ability of the
hydroxy moiety to establish H-bonds32 results in a network of
soft supramolecular interactions capable of accommodating
structural changes for a richer diversity of SCO responses that
include one, two and three step spin transitions in a broad
temperature range.

Results
Synthesis and SCO of 1(OH)M·H2O (M = Pt, Pd)

Compounds 1(OH)M·H2O (M = Pt, Pd) were synthesized as
single crystals through liquid phase slow diffusions using
methanol–water solutions of the precursors Fe(BF4)2·6H2O,
K2[M(CN)4] (M = Pt or Pd) and 5-OHPym (see the Experimental
section in the ESI† for more details). Yellow plate-shaped
single crystals were obtained after four weeks with yields of
about 60–80%. Elemental and thermogravimetric analyses (EA
and TGA) of the as-synthesized crystals are consistent with the
proposed formula {Fe(5-OHPym)2[M(CN)4]}·H2O where the
crystallization water molecule is quite labile and can be com-

pletely released by heating above 340 K (see the Experimental
section and Fig. S1†). However, it is rapidly recovered when the
sample is exposed to air moisture at room temperature (see
below).

The SCO properties were studied by recording the thermal
dependence of the χMT product (χM is the molar magnetic sus-
ceptibility and T is the temperature) of pristine crystals of 1
(OH)M·H2O (M = Pt, Pd). Fig. 1 shows the resulting χMT vs. T
plots together with those of the previously reported analogues
1(NH2)

M·H2O (M = Pt, Pd)28 for comparison. Above 260 K, both
1(OH)Pt·H2O and 1(OH)Pd·H2O exhibit a χMT value of ca.
3.5 cm3 K mol−1, which is in good accord with the FeII ions
being in the HS state. Upon cooling, χMT drops abruptly deli-
neating a two-step profile with Tc1↓/Tc2↓ = 241.5/219.5 K for 1
(OH)Pt·H2O and 254/223.5 K for 1(OH)Pd·H2O (Tci↓/Tci↑ is the
temperature at which 50% of the FeII ions have switched the
spin state in each step (i) upon cooling/heating). The two steps

Scheme 1 Structure of ligands 5-hydroxypyrimidine (5-OHPym) and
5-aminopyrimidine (5-NH2Pym).

Fig. 1 χMT vs. T (1 K min−1 scan rate, black circles) and Cp vs. T (10 K
min−1 scan rate, blue and red lines for the cooling and heating modes,
respectively) plots of (a) 1(OH)Pt·H2O and (b) 1(OH)Pd·H2O. Magnetic
data of the corresponding 1(NH2)

M·H2O analogues (grey dashed lines)
have also been included for comparison. Grey and black arrows indicate
the direction of the cooling and heating modes.
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are separated by an intermediate plateau at χMT ≈ 1.8 cm3 K
mol−1 corresponding to a 50% mixed HS–LS state. This inter-
mediate state is stable in the temperature ranges of 240–220 K
(Pt) and 250–230 K (Pd). Below ca. 215 K, the χMT value of both
derivatives is about 0.06 cm3 K mol−1 which is consistent with
all FeII ions exhibiting a diamagnetic LS state and, therefore,
revealing a complete spin transition. This double step behav-
iour is reproduced upon heating although the curves are
shifted to higher temperatures for both derivatives, thereby
defining hysteresis loops (ΔTi = Tci↑ − Tci↓) ΔT1/ΔT2 = 6/15 K
(1(OH)Pt·H2O) and 2/8 K (1(OH)Pd·H2O). As observed in Fig. 1,
even if the two-stepped shape of the magnetic curves is main-
tained, the substitution of NH2 with OH in the axial pyrimi-
dine ring provokes a remarkable increase of the SCO tempera-
tures of about 40–60 K.

The SCO properties of 1(OH)M·H2O (M = Pt, Pd) were also
investigated by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) which
was carried out with a scan rate of 10 K min−1. The anomalous
variation of the molar specific heat (Cp) vs. T is presented in
Fig. 1 together with the magnetic behaviour for comparison.
The Cp vs. T plots of both Pt and Pd derivatives show two
maxima (Tc1↓ = 238.7 K and Tc2↓ = 216.7 K for Pt and Tc1↓ =
247.8 K and Tc2↓ = 216.9 K for Pd) and two minima (Tc1↑ =
249.1 K and Tc2↑ = 237.7 K for Pt and Tc1↑ = 256.7 K and Tc2↑ =
233.9 K for Pd) in the cooling and heating modes, respectively.
The average values of the total variation of entropy (ΔS) and
enthalpy (ΔH) are 84.84 J K−1 mol−1 and 20.48 kJ mol−1 for 1
(OH)Pt·H2O and 82.08 J K−1 mol−1 and 19.54 kJ mol−1 for 1

(OH)Pd·H2O. These results are consistent with a complete two-
step SCO, in good agreement with the magnetic measure-
ments. The differences in the SCO temperatures are attributed
to the different scan rates used for each technique (1 K min−1

vs. 10 K min−1).

Structure of 1(OH)M·H2O (M = Pt, Pd)

The crystal structures of 1(OH)M·H2O (M = Pt, Pd) were suc-
cessfully resolved through single crystal X-ray diffraction
(SCXRD) and analysed at different significant temperatures in
the 120–270 K range. Crystallographic data and a selection of
relevant bond lengths and angles are gathered in Tables
S1–S4.†

Compounds 1(OH)M·H2O (M = Pt, Pd), which are isomor-
phous to the analogous 1(NH2)

M·H2O system, crystallize in the
monoclinic C2/m space group. The asymmetric unit contains
two distinct octahedral FeII centrosymmetric sites which are
hereafter labelled as Fe1 and Fe2 (Fig. 2a). The equatorial posi-
tions are coordinated by the N atoms (Fe1–N3 and Fe2–N4) of
four equivalent bridging tetracyanometallate units whereas the
axial positions are coordinated by one of the two heterocyclic
N atoms (Fe1–N1 and Fe2–N5) of two equivalent terminal
5-OHPym ligands. The bridging coordination mode of the tet-
racyanometallate anions and the monotopic coordination
mode of the 5-OHPym ligands result in the formation of
extended 2D bimetallic layers (Fig. 2b) that stack to form a 3D
supramolecular packing (Fig. 2c). This packing is stabilized
through weak π⋯π interactions operating between the interdi-

Fig. 2 (a) Molecular fragment of 1(OH)Pt·H2O (isomorphous to 1(OH)Pd·H2O) showing the atom numbering of the asymmetric unit. (b) View of a
single bimetallic layer. (c) Packing of three consecutive bimetallic layers displaying the water guest molecules adsorbed along the channels. The
inter- and intramolecular H-bonds are highlighted with green-red (N2⋯O3)/blue-red (O3⋯O2) and yellow-red (O1⋯N6) dashed lines, respectively.
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gitated 5-OHPym ligands of adjacent layers (Fig. S2†) and by
the formation of an intricate network of H-bonds. Some of
these H-bonds are promoted by one molecule of water located
in two discrete equivalent positions along the 1D channels
generated between the stacked layers (Fig. 2c and Fig. S3†).
Within a given layer, this molecule of water interacts simul-
taneously with the free nitrogen of the 5-OHPym ligand co-
ordinated to Fe1 (N2⋯O3) and with the hydroxy group of the
contiguous 5-OHPym ligand coordinated to Fe2 (O3⋯O2)
(Fig. 2a and b). Additionally, each water molecule interacts
with its neighbouring ones located within the same channel
(O3⋯O3) (see Fig. S3† and Table 1). Furthermore, the relative
orientation of the 5-OHPym axial ligands enables an intralayer
H-bond (O1⋯N6) established between the hydroxy group of
the 5-OHPym ligand coordinated to Fe1 and the non-co-
ordinated nitrogen of the adjacent 5-OHPym ligand co-
ordinated to Fe2. The latter interaction is responsible for the
slight undulation observed for the bimetallic layers which
arises from the angle defined by the equatorial planes Fe1
(N3)4/Fe2(N4)4 with that of [M(CN)4] of 3.42/19.67° (Pt) and
6.74/22.11° (Pd) at 260 K.

Although the overall structure described above is main-
tained upon changing the temperature (the space group
remains unaltered), important thermally induced variations
have been observed in the iron to nitrogen average bond
length 〈Fe–N〉 of the Fe1 and Fe2 sites. At 270–260 K, the 〈Fe1–
N〉/〈Fe2–N〉 values for 1(OH)Pt·H2O (1(OH)Pd·H2O) equal to
2.166/2.148 Å (2.179/2.165 Å) are perfectly consistent with the
HS state. Then, they change to 2.161/1.964 Å (2.163/1.955 Å)
and 1.964/1.960 Å (1.965/1.953 Å) upon successively cooling

down to 240–230 K, and 200 K, respectively. Considering that a
complete HS-to-LS transition involves a decrease in 〈Fe–N〉 of
ca. 0.20 Å, these observations indicate a complete SCO defin-
ing the sequence Fe1(HS)–Fe2(HS) ↔ Fe1(HS)–Fe2(LS) ↔ Fe1
(LS)–Fe2(LS) which is consistent with the two-step SCO
observed through the magnetic measurements (Fig. 1 and
Table 2).

SCO of 1(OH)M (M = Pt, Pd)

As mentioned above, the water guest molecule can be easily
removed from 1(OH)M·H2O to yield the dehydrated 1(OH)M

counterparts. The release of water involves notable modifi-
cations of the SCO properties moving from a double to a single
step transition with Tc↓/Tc↑ equal to 204/224 K (Pt) and 214/
232 K (Pd) featuring 20 and 18 K wide hysteresis loops, respect-
ively (Fig. 3). In contrast with the considerable increase in Tc
(40–60 K) observed when moving from 1(NH2)

M·H2O to 1
(OH)M·H2O, solvent free 1(NH2)

Pt and 1(OH)Pt compounds
show similar SCO temperatures with a difference in average Tc
of only 4 K while a moderate increase of 25 K is observed when
moving from 1(NH2)

Pd to 1(OH)Pd (Fig. S4†). Besides, in both
derivatives the hysteresis width is larger for the hydroxy func-
tionalized derivatives.

The SCO properties of 1(OH)M (M = Pd, Pt) were also ana-
lyzed through calorimetric measurements which showed a
unique anomaly for both the cooling [Tc↓ = 184 (Pt) and 202 K
(Pd)] and the heating [Tc↑ = 220 K (Pt) and 228 K (Pd)] modes
with average ΔS (J mol−1 K−1)/ΔH (kJ mol−1) values of 64.62/
13.01 (Pt) and 74.79/16.03 (Pd). These results indicate a com-
plete one step spin transition, in good agreement with the χMT

Table 1 Selected H-bond distances (in Å) found for 1(OH)M, 1(OH)M·H2O and 1(OH)M·MeOH (M = Pt, Pd) at 260 K

Interaction 1(OH)Pt 1(OH)Pd 1(OH)Pt·H2O 1(OH)Pd·H2O 1(OH)Pt·MeOH 1(OH)Pd·MeOH 1(OH)Pt·EtOH

Host–host O1(hydroxy)⋯N6(het.) 2.745 2.774 2.785 2.793 2.735 2.780 2.886
Host–guest O3(guest)⋯N2(het.) — — 2.906 2.941 2.904 2.857 2.588

O3(guest)⋯O2(hydroxy) — — 2.849 2.814 2.865 2.774 3.078
Guest–guest O3(guest)⋯O3(guest) — — 2.592 2.568 — — —

Table 2 Octahedral distortion parameters (Θ and Σ)31 at different temperatures and the associated Fe–N average distances for 1(OH)M·H2O and 1
(OH)M (M = Pt, Pd)

Sample
1(OH)Pt·H2O 1(OH)Pt

T (K)
260 230 120

260 120
Spin state Fe1(HS) Fe2(HS) Fe1(HS) Fe2(LS) Fe1(LS) Fe2(LS) HS LS

Fe–N (Å) 2.166 2.148 2.161 1.964 1.964 1.953 2.163 1.951
Θ/Σ 34/14 28/8 33/21 21/13 21/7.5 23/11 33.7/15.1 22.0/7.5

Sample
1(OH)Pd·H2O 1(OH)Pd

T (K)
270 240 180

260 180
Spin state Fe1(HS) Fe2(HS) Fe1(HS) Fe2(LS) Fe1(LS) Fe2(LS) HS LS

Fe–N (Å) 2.179 2.165 2.165 1.955 1.956 1.955 2.159 1.957
Θ/Σ 35/18 26/9 46/28 17/12 27/13 18/9 40.1/17.7 23.4/12.2
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vs. T measurements (Fig. 3). The discrepancies in the SCO
temperatures between the magnetic and calorimetric measure-
ments can be ascribed to the different scanning rates used for
each technique.

Structural study of the 1(OH)M·H2O → 1(OH)M dehydration

Since the dehydration process takes place in a single crystal to
single crystal manner, SCXRD was used to delve into the struc-
tural changes accompanying the loss of water. Thus, a single
crystal of 1(OH)M·H2O was heated at 400 K on a diffractometer,
then cooled back to 260 K and measured to determine its
structure. Crystallographic data and a selection of relevant
bond lengths and angles are gathered in Tables S1–S4.† The
resulting orthorhombic Pnma asymmetric unit is formed by a
unique pseudo-octahedral FeII site with four equivalent [M
(CN)4]

2− anions coordinating the equatorial positions and two
distinct monotopic 5-OHPym ligands occupying the apical
coordination sites (Fig. 4a). Even if, similarly to 1(OH)M·H2O,
the FeII ions are connected through the [M(CN)4]

2− anions

defining bimetallic layers (Fig. 4b) which stack to form a 3D
packing (Fig. 4c), the lack of water within the structure con-
firms that the dehydration occurs upon heating. Indeed, the
water release takes place along with an important structural
change involving 180° rotation of half of the 5-OHPym ligands,
the ones involved in the H-bonds with the guest water mole-
cule. As a result, they change from the transoid conformation
observed for the hydrated structures (Fig. 2a and b) to the
cisoid conformation observed for the dehydrated ones (Fig. 4a
and b). In addition, because of the absence of water, the
H-bonds are now limited to the N6(hetero)⋯O1(hydroxy) intra-
layer interactions which, in turn, are slightly strengthened with
respect to 1(OH)M·H2O (Table 1). This is probably the reason
why the rearrangement of the structure after water desorption
involves a notable increase of the layer undulation (see Fig. 2b
and 4b). Indeed, the two different angles formed between the
equatorial planes defined by [FeN(3/4)4] and [M(CN)4] are 6.47/
24.38° (Pt) and 12.03/28.72° (Pd) at 260 K.

The 1(OH)M·H2O → 1(OH)M (M = Pt, Pd) process was also
monitored in situ through powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) in a
temperature and atmosphere-controlled chamber (see the
Experimental section in the ESI†). In the case of the Pt deriva-
tives, a PXRD pattern was first recorded for a pristine com-
pound of 1(OH)Pt·H2O at 303 K. The comparison of the result-
ing pattern with that simulated from SCXRD confirmed that
the starting sample is the monohydrated compound (Fig. S5†).
Then, the sample was heated under a dry N2 atmosphere and
successive patterns were collected every 10 K under stable
temperatures. After an intermediate state at 323 K, the de-
hydration process was subsequently completed at 333 K. These
pattern changes were straightforwardly monitored using as a
marker the intense [200] peak at 2θ = 10.9°, characteristic of 1
(OH)Pt·H2O, which vanishes to give rise to a new peak at
around 11.1°. Compared with the corresponding simulated
pattern, the latter, indexed to [002], can be associated with 1
(OH)Pt confirming that the dehydration takes place effectively.
Furthermore, the main 2θ up-shift of the remaining peaks
indicates a general contraction of the packing consistent with
the release of water. In the case of the Pd counterpart, similar
changes in the PXRD patterns were observed, even though in
this case, the water molecule was more labile and was gradu-
ally released at 298 K under a dry N2 stream without further
heating (Fig. S6†).

Guest adsorption studies

The PXRD, TGA and isothermal adsorption results have
revealed that the solvent free compounds 1(OH)M (M = Pt, Pd)
are prone to re-adsorb small protic molecules such as water,
methanol or ethanol yielding 1(OH)M·H2O, 1(OH)M·xMeOH (x
= 0–1) or 1(OH)M·xEtOH (x = 0–0.8).

The re-adsorption processes were monitored through in situ
PXRD measurements. Although the described results will be
based on the Pt derivative (Fig. 5), a similar behaviour was
observed for the Pd one (Fig. S7†). First, a pristine sample of 1
(OH)Pt·H2O was dehydrated in situ in the diffractometer
chamber under a constant N2 flow. Next, the N2 current was

Fig. 3 χMT vs. T (1 K min−1 scan rate, black circles) and Cp vs. T (10 K
min−1 scan rate, blue and red lines for the cooling and heating modes,
respectively) plots of (a) 1(OH)Pt and (b) 1(OH)Pd. Magnetic data of the
corresponding 1(OH)M·H2Oderivatives (grey dashed lines) have also
been included for comparison.
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saturated with a guest solvent (guest = water, methanol or
ethanol) at room temperature and successive PXRD patterns
were acquired every ca. 30 minutes. The structural modifi-
cations induced by the guest uptake were examined by focus-
ing on the variations noted in the intense [002] peak at 11.10°,
characteristic of the guest-free 1(OH)Pt compound. Regardless

of the used guest, the adsorption provokes a decrease in the
intensity of this peak and an increase of a new peak at
10.95–10.99°, which corresponds to the [200] (or [20−2]) diffr-
action line of the solvated counterpart (Fig. 5). However, the
rapidity at which the intensity ratio between the two peaks
changes clearly depends on the guest nature and shows their

Fig. 4 (a) Molecular fragment of 1(OH)Pt (isomorphous to 1(OH)Pd) showing the atom numbering of the asymmetric unit, (b) view of a single bi-
metallic layer and (c) packing of four consecutive bimetallic layers. The intramolecular H-bonds are highlighted with red-yellow (O1⋯N6) dashed
lines.

Fig. 5 Evolution with time of the PXRD patterns of compound 1(OH)Pt upon exposure to a N2 flow saturated with (a) water, (b) methanol and (c)
ethanol at room temperature.
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different diffusivities into the 2D HCP. Hence, whereas the
adsorption of water from air moisture is practically completed
within the first 30 minutes (Fig. 5a), those of methanol and
ethanol show slower diffusions (Fig. 5b and c). In the case of
methanol, even though the adsorption process seems to be
almost complete after 60 minutes, it takes two additional
hours for the dehydrated [002] peak to disappear entirely. The
ethanol adsorption process is very gradual and remains incom-
plete even after 12 hours. The reversibility of the adsorption
process was also investigated by examining the changes in the
diffractograms when re-heating the 1(OH)Pt·guest samples. In
all cases, the adsorption is fully reversible and the diffracto-
gram of the activated 1(OH)M compound is recovered after
heating (or even without heating for the Pd derivatives) the
samples above 333 K under a dry N2 stream (Fig. S8 and S9†).

The adsorption processes were also analysed through TGA
measurements. To this end, the hydrated forms 1(OH)Pt·H2O
and 1(OH)Pd·H2O were first dehydrated inside the TGA
chamber to obtain the desolvated 1(OH)M counterparts. Then,
a N2 flow saturated with the guest (guest = water, methanol or
ethanol) was continuously passed through the sample and the
gain of mass was recorded at room temperature. As observed
in Fig. 6, methanol produces an abrupt increase of mass
within the first 10–12 minutes for both 1(OH)Pt and 1(OH)Pd,
followed by a gradual stabilization of the curve. This is consist-
ent with a rapid adsorption of 0.3–0.4 molecules of methanol
followed by a gradual uptake of up to ca. 0.5 molecules after
80 minutes. In contrast, both 1(OH)Pt and 1(OH)Pd exhibit a

certain resistance to the adsorption of water within the first 5
(Pt) and 12 (Pd) minutes which is subsequently overcome to
describe a sigmoidal curve that saturates at 0.8–0.9 molecules
of water after 80 minutes. Finally, the adsorption of ethanol is
very gradual and reaches very low adsorption rates. This is
especially true for 1(OH)Pd which, under these conditions,
barely adsorbs 0.07 molecules of ethanol after 11 hours while
1(OH)Pt adsorbs ca. 0.4 within the same period of time.
Comparatively, the Pt derivatives adsorb faster and show
higher amounts of adsorbed guest than the Pd derivatives (see
Fig. S10†). Besides, the hydroxy-functionalized networks 1
(OH)M exhibit more cooperative adsorptions than the pre-
viously reported 1(NH2)

M ones and achieve higher amounts of
adsorbed guest (Fig. S11†).

Additionally, water, methanol and ethanol adsorption iso-
therms were recorded for the previously activated 1(OH)Pt and
1(OH)Pd compounds (Fig. 7). Note that the reported isotherms
of compounds 1(NH2)

Pt and 1(NH2)
Pd30 are also depicted for

comparison. Analogously to that observed for 1(NH2)
M, the 1

(OH)M host frameworks seem to exhibit higher affinity (i.e.
higher amounts of adsorbed analyte at lower pressures) for
alcohols than for water. This is clearly reflected in the iso-
therms of 1(OH)Pd (Fig. 7d) where, while methanol begins to
adsorb at a relative guest pressure (P/P0) below 0.01, water only
starts above P/P0 = 0.06. The latter behaviour reveals a gate
opening effect for water adsorption, similar to that observed
for the 1(NH2)

Pd compounds, but at lower pressures. However,
no gate opening is observed for 1(OH)Pt for which all guests
start adsorbing from very low guest pressures (Fig. 7b).
Although the adsorption of water in 1(OH)Pd occurs above a

Fig. 6 Time dependent TGA showing the uptake of H2O, MeOH and
EtOH by (a) 1(OH)Pt and (b) 1(OH)Pd.

Fig. 7 (a and c) Water, methanol and ethanol adsorption isotherms (full
points) of 1(OH)Pt and 1(OH)Pd and (b and d) the corresponding enlarged
plots in low pressure ranges. The adsorption isotherms of 1(NH2)

M (M =
Pt, Pd) analogues (open points) are also displayed for comparison.
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certain threshold value, it takes place in an abrupt and con-
certed manner with the adsorption of ca. 0.8 molecules of
water per mol of compound within a narrow interval of press-
ures, saturating to one molecule of water at higher pressures
(P/P0 = 0.6–0.8). In the case of methanol adsorption, 1(OH)M

adsorbs rapidly 0.5 molecules at very low pressures and gradu-
ally reaches ca. one molecule at P/P0 = 0.8. In contrast, ethanol
is adsorbed very gradually, only reaching 0.6–0.8 adsorbed
molecules at high pressures.

SCO of 1(OH)M·xMeOH (x = 0–1) and 1(OH)M·xEtOH (x =
0–0.8)

The influence of the adsorption of methanol/ethanol on the
SCO properties of 1(OH)M (M = Pd, Pt) was investigated
through the study of the χMT variation as a function of temp-
erature. Aiming at assessing the evolution of the SCO with
increasing amounts of adsorbed guest, the χMT vs. T curves
were recorded for the previously dehydrated 1(OH)M com-
pounds immediately immersed in pure methanol or ethanol
baths for 15 minutes, 14 hours (overnight) and 3 days.
According to the TGA, the quantity of adsorbed guest after 3
days is one molecule of methanol (both for Pt and Pd) and 0.8/
0.5 molecules of ethanol (for Pt/Pd) per FeII ion (Fig. S12†).

The adsorption of methanol induces a three-step SCO
which is observable after 15 minutes of immersion for both
the Pt and Pd derivatives (Fig. 8a and b). Indeed, the longer
they stay in contact with methanol, the more marked are the
steps, the lower are the SCO temperatures, and the higher are
the HS residual fractions (i.e. the higher the χMT values at low

temperatures). Moreover, hysteresis loops, which gradually
widen with immersion time, are observed for the three steps.

In the case of ethanol adsorption, the χMT vs. T curves
observed for both derivatives after 15 minutes of immersion
display a two-step SCO which appears to be the result of a
mixture of the desolvated and the solvated forms. Indeed, at
higher immersion times, this two-step behaviour evolves into a
more gradual and incomplete transition at lower temperatures.
Moreover, in contrast to that observed for methanol adsorp-
tion, the hysteresis loop narrows gradually with immersion
time. This effect is more marked for the Pt derivative for which
a gradual spin conversion with a narrow hysteresis (<5 K) is
observed after 3 days.

Structures of 1(OH)M·0.5MeOH (M = Pt, Pd) and 1
(OH)Pt·0.5EtOH

The structures of 1(OH)M·0.5MeOH (M = Pt, Pd) and 1
(OH)Pt·0.5EtOH were determined from the crystals obtained by
dehydrating selected crystals of 1(OH)M·H2O in the diffract-
ometer chamber and immersing the activated compounds in
the corresponding solvent overnight (three days in the case of
EtOH). Crystallographic data and a selection of relevant bond
lengths and angles are displayed in Tables S5–S10.† The struc-
tural resolution of 1(OH)Pd·EtOH was not achieved probably
due to the simultaneous presence of solvated and desolvated
forms within the same crystal. The structures of 1
(OH)M·MeOH (M = Pt, Pd) could not be obtained since the
crystals lost their crystallinity after 3 days of immersion in pure
methanol. Crystals of 1(OH)M·0.5MeOH (M = Pt, Pd) and 1
(OH)Pt·0.5EtOH display the monoclinic C2/m space group with
an asymmetric unit analogous to that of 1(OH)M·H2O. Half a
molecule of methanol (or ethanol) per unit formula is clearly
localized in the pores and interacts, similarly to water, with
the host 5-OHPym ligands (Fig. 9a and Fig. S13†).
Nevertheless, the specific position of the oxygen atom within
the pores is not equivalent for MeOH/EtOH and H2O. This is a
consequence of the accommodation of the aliphatic moiety of
the former within the channels while optimizing the host–
guest interactions (Table 1). Analogously to 1(OH)M·H2O, the
two different FeII ions (Fe1 and Fe2) are connected through the
[M(CN)4]

2− ions to produce undulated bimetallic layers which
stack creating channels where the methanol/ethanol molecules
are located.

Considering the three-step SCO observed for 1(OH)M (M =
Pt, Pd) after being immersed in MeOH overnight (Fig. 8a and
b), the structures of 1(OH)M·0.5MeOH were studied at 260, 215
(Pt)/225 (Pd), 160 (Pt)/195 (Pd) and 120 K. Although the same
space group is maintained upon cooling, a stepped decrease of
the 〈Fe1–N〉/〈Fe2–N〉 average distances (see Table 3) was
detected within this range of temperature indicating a pro-
gressive HS-to-LS transformation in the crystal. In order to
monitor the spin state change, the unit cell volume at each
temperature is presented together with the magnetic behav-
iour for comparison (Fig. 9b and c). Indeed, the thermal evol-
ution of the unit cell volume is in excellent accord with that

Fig. 8 Evolution of the χMT vs. T plots of 1(OH)Pt and 1(OH)Pd after
being immersed in (a and b) pure methanol or (c and d) ethanol baths
for 15 minutes (black curves), overnight (blue curves) and for three days
(red curves). The SCO of the unsolvated compounds is depicted with
grey curves.
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expected from the three-step SCO monitored through the mag-
netic measurements.

The structure of 1(OH)Pt·0.5EtOH was resolved at 260 K and
120 K. As expected, a decrease of 〈Fe1–N〉 and 〈Fe2–N〉 was
observed upon cooling, being 2.165 and 2.162 Å at 260 K and
1.997 and 1.982 Å at 120 K. However, the total shortening of
〈Fe1–N〉 and 〈Fe2–N〉 (0.168 and 0.180 Å, respectively) upon
cooling is clearly below that expected for a complete SCO (ca.

0.2 Å), thereby suggesting an incomplete spin transition (ca.
13% of FeII remains in the HS state) as determined from the
magnetic measurements.

Discussion

Motivated by our recent study on the 2D HCPs 1(NH2)
M·xguest

(M = Pt, Pd; x = 0–1; guest = H2O, MeOH, EtOH) bearing
5-NH2Pym as the axial ligand, we performed the synthesis,
structural study and SCO characterization of the homologous
hydroxy-functionalized materials 1(OH)M·xguest (M = Pt, Pd; x
= 0–1; guest = H2O, MeOH, EtOH). Although both systems are
equivalent from a structural point of view, the replacement of
–NH2 with –OH markedly influences not only the ability of the
material to adsorb protic guests but also the extent to which
these guests affect the SCO properties.

In the desolvated counterparts 1(NH2)
M and 1(OH)M, the bi-

metallic layers show marked corrugation as a solution to maxi-
mize the H-bond interaction established between the comp-
lementary pairs of adjacent 5-XPym ligands within the same
layer [(5-XPymFe)H⋯N(5-XPymFe′), X = NH2, OH].
Furthermore, the corrugation accommodates with minimal
steric hindrance the remaining non-H-bonded NH2/OH groups
which are further apart defining guest-accessible 1D channels.
In this situation, there is only one type of FeII which undergoes
a complete one step SCO. Given the isostructurality of 1(NH2)

M

and 1(OH)M, their small differences in SCO temperature
(especially when M = PtII [1(NH2)

Pt, Tc = 218 K and ΔTc = 10 K;
1(OH)Pt, Tc = 214 K and ΔTc = 20 K]) (see Fig. S4†) may only be
associated with a combination of two factors: (i) electronic
effects resulting from the inductive/resonant character
derived from the substituent and (ii) subtle structural vari-
ations around the FeII centers stemming from different
degrees of corrugation (1(OH)M is slightly more corrugated
than 1(NH2)

M) modulated by the H-bond interactions
(Fig. S14†). Besides, the stronger H-bonds established by the
hydroxy group might be the cause of the larger cooperativity
observed for the 1(OH)M derivatives (the width of the hysteresis
is practically doubled).

Upon exposure to humid air, both 1(OH)M and 1(NH2)
M

tend to host water molecules. These guests are accommodated
within the accessible space created between contiguous
5-XPym ligands which show a simultaneous 180° rotation.
Indeed, this ligand rotation together with a decrease of the

Fig. 9 (a) Fragment of the structure of 1(OH)M·0.5MeOH showing the
atom labels of the asymmetric unit cell. Thermal evolution of the unit
cell volume (red points) for (b) 1(OH)Pt·0.5MeOH and (c) 1
(OH)Pd·0.5MeOH compared with the magnetic data of crystals
immersed in MeOH overnight.

Table 3 Average Fe–N bond lengths (in Å) of Fe1 and Fe2 sites at
different temperatures for 1(OH)M·0.5MeOH (M = Pt, Pd)

1(OH)Pt·0.5MeOH 1(OH)Pd·0.5MeOH

T (K) (Fe1–N)av (Fe2–N)av (Fe1–N)av (Fe2–N)av

260 2.175 2.159 2.166 2.146
215/225 2.131 2.087 2.123 2.067
160/195 2.122 1.972 2.075 2.019
120 1.965 1.963 1.958 1.957
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layer corrugation favours the stabilization of the water guest
through a double host–guest H-bonding interaction while sim-
ultaneously minimizing the steric repulsions within the
network. As a result of this structural rearrangement, the 2D
network adopts a more thermodynamically stable confor-
mation which rapidly evolves under ambient conditions.
Another consequence of the water adsorption is the generation
of two crystallographically distinct FeII centers (Fe1 and Fe2)
which are characterized by having different angular distortions
(Θ and Σ) and average bond lengths 〈Fe–N〉 and therefore
different spin transition temperatures. In fact, in the case of 1
(NH2)

M, the lower angular distortion and 〈Fe–N〉 values make
the LS state more stable for Fe1 which exhibits SCO at higher
temperatures than Fe2. Clearly, the inclusion of the water
molecule induces elastic frustration between opposite elastic
interactions in the network, giving rise to a HS–LS plateau. A
remarkable fact is that in spite of being isomorphous, the
composition of the mixed spin state is unexpectedly different
in each derivative, i.e. Fe1(LS)/Fe2(HS) for 1(NH2)

M and Fe1
(HS)/Fe2(LS) for 1(OH)M. This observation may be explained by
subtle local structural changes around the FeII ion induced by
the shorter H-bonds established by the hydroxy group which
indicates an inversion of the magnitude of the octahedral dis-
tortion parameters (Θ and Σ) for Fe1 and Fe2 with respect to 1
(NH2)

M·H2O (Fig. S15†). In addition to the cited structural
effects, the different H-bonding intensities established
between the host structure and the water molecule could
modulate the ligand field strength via electronic factors contri-
buting to the systematic SCO temperature increase (40–60 K)
when moving from the 1(NH2)

M·H2O to the 1(OH)M·H2O
frameworks.

When introducing bulkier hydroxylic solvents with an
increasing number of C atoms such as MeOH and EtOH, the
steric factors become more important, thereby affecting the
magneto-structural properties. For example, the inclusion of
0.5 MeOH molecules leads to an important number of short
contacts smaller than the sum of the corresponding radii of
vdW C(Pym)–O(MeOH) and N/C(Pym)–C(MeOH) (Fig. S16†). As
a consequence of the increasing steric hindrance, in the case
of 1(NH2)

M·0.5MeOH, the SCO of the Fe2 center is shifted to
lower temperature with respect to the hydrated derivative,
whereas Fe1 remains blocked in the HS state at any tempera-
ture. A SCO shift to lower temperatures is also observed in the
homologous 1(OH)M·0.5MeOH derivatives. However, in this
case, the structure appears to be flexible enough to accommo-
date the additional intermolecular interactions introduced by
the MeOH, thus allowing a full HS-to-LS conversion
(Fig. S17†). Indeed, at 260 K, the shortest contacts are clearly
longer for 1(OH)Pt·0.5MeOH (3.336 Å) than for 1
(NH2)

Pt·0.5MeOH (3.029 Å) (Fig. S16†) suggesting less steric
repulsions for the former. As a result, the SCO becomes com-
plete showing first the spin switch of Fe2 in two symmetric
steps and later of Fe1 in a single step giving rise to a three-step
spin transition. Obviously, the introduction of larger amounts
of MeOH causes a gradual destabilization of the LS state
of Fe1.

The water, methanol and ethanol adsorption studies
carried out on 1(OH)M and 1(NH2)

M indicate that the replace-
ment of the amine with the hydroxy group improves the
uptake capacities of the network. Particularly, it enhances the
affinity towards such guests since they are adsorbed more
cooperatively and at higher rates by the hydroxy-substituted
homologues. The structural analysis of these compounds
shows that due to the better capacity of the hydroxy group to
establish H-bonds, the host–guest interactions created in 1
(OH)M are noticeably stronger than those in 1(NH2)

M, thus
making the guest uptake energetically more favoured.
Nevertheless, the adsorption mechanism inferred from the
structural data is equivalent for both 1(OH)M and 1(NH2)

M

compounds. It involves a series of structural modifications of
the main network inducing the generation of 1D cavities along
which the guests are located. These guest-induced structural
transformations require a certain activation energy barrier
which can be overcome through the interaction of the protic
guest with the –OH or –NH2 moieties. In this line, the stronger
host–guest interactions established in 1(OH)M·xguest seem to
accelerate the crystal transformation required during the guest
uptake enabling more effective and quantitative adsorptions.
This initial energy barrier is also clearly reflected in the uptake
of water, giving rise to a gate opening effect. This could be
related to the rather hydrophobic character of the host struc-
ture which would explain the better affinity for the more hydro-
phobic guests MeOH and EtOH.33 Nonetheless, the adsorption
studies demonstrate that once the gate opening occurs and the
2D HCP adopts the open form, the smaller the size of the
guest, the more cooperative the adsorption process. Besides,
the enhanced adsorption cooperativity observed for water is
likely due to the additional contacts established between these
guests along the structural 1D channels (Fig. S3†).

Conclusions

The guest-dependent thermally-induced SCO of the unpre-
cedented 2D Hofmann-like coordination polymers {Fe(5-
OHPym)2[M(CN)4]}·guest (1(OH)M·guest, M = Pt, Pd; guest =
H2O, MeOH, EtOH) and their water, methanol and ethanol de-
sorption/adsorption profiles have been presented. Both sol-
vated and desolvated derivatives of these compounds are
strictly isostructural to the previously reported 1(NH2)

M·guest,
only differing in axial ligand functionalization (hydroxy vs.
amine groups). The structural flexibility displayed by 1
(OH)M·guest mirrors that of 1(NH2)

M·guest, showing marked
single-crystal to single-crystal transformations concomitant
with the adsorption/desorption of small protic guests. The
temperature dependent magnetic and calorimetric studies
indicate that the desolvated species (1(OH)M and 1(NH2)

M)
show minimal differences in their complete one step SCO
behaviours, thus suggesting a small effect of the OH/NH2

exchange. In contrast, remarkable differences in the nature of
the SCO (multistability) and transition temperatures (Tc) are
observed between the solvated 1(OH)M·guest and the 1
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(NH2)
M·guest counterparts. Our structural data suggest that

these differences arise from a combination of structural and
inductive effects derived from the higher capacity of –OH to
establish H-bond interactions. The same reason explains why
the hydroxy-functionalized frameworks display a better affinity
for small protic guests displaying more abrupt and quantitat-
ive adsorptions. This work highlights how very small compo-
sitional changes in a SCO framework can result in a significant
enhancement of its adsorption properties and give access to a
wide diversity of SCO behaviours. A deeper knowledge of the
interplay between porosity and SCO in 2D HCPs would be con-
siderably beneficial for their applications in chemical sensors
and switching devices.
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